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Last year we published a special issue in which our authors could present any 

creative effort they wished – fiction or non-fiction – just so it related somehow to 
the Celts. We’ve decided to repeat this successful format for our December issue 
as a holiday and year-end gift to our fans.

Our cover features SEM (Sandra Elizabeth Mae), an actress and emerging 
singer-songwriter from Austria with a decidedly-prominent Celtic sound to the 
majority of her songs. Inside this issue is an interview in which she explains how 

the Celtic sound is popular with her, and with her fans, worldwide. We’ve posted a 
few of SEM’s songs under our Free Music tab on the Celtic Guide website. 

We also feature a Celtic band from Wales in this issue. In October we featured another band 
from Romania with a Celtic bent to their music, too. Seems the Celtic sound is alive and well. 

In this issue, we have a number of poems, fiction pieces, and general tales about Celtic culture 
to delight our readers for this final issue of 2014 – our 36th issue, recently topping 60,000 website 
hits! Who knew? And, we’re proud to say we’ve hit well over 14,000 likes on Facebook, too. 

As we get ready for 2015, we are looking at new ways to improve the Celtic Guide and offer 
even more to our readers. Our goal from the very beginning has been to allow the Guide to grow 
organically, through the influence of our readers and contributors – and that it has done. We’ve 
many times listed all the countries we’ve heard from and they number around 15, all with some link 
to Celtic culture. It has shocked us, slightly, but we love it and hope for more. We have to admit 
– Portugal, Germany, Poland, Romania, Chile, South Africa, and now Austria, were not on our 
original list of countries we expected to hear from. So I guess this proves that there IS something 
special about Celtic culture – its music and art and storytelling and beauty. It is our goal to keep the 
conversation alive and, through the good graces of our many contributors, it looks like this will be 
an attainable quest far beyond what we had first envisioned.

From The Editor . . .

celticguide@gmail.com
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EDITOR’S NOTE: We’ve been lucky enough 
to land interviews with many great artists, 
musical and otherwise. For “DeSEMber” 
we feature an actress, author and singer-
songwriter from Austria who goes by the 
stage name of SEM. In civilian life she is 
Sandra Elizabeth Mae, and she appears to be 
taking the Celtic and alternative music world 
by storm with her latest album, Hero. Let’s 
get right to the questions.

CG: Welcome to the pages of Celtic Guide. Even 
though we were aware of ancient Celtic history 
in Austria, we were very surprised to hear the 
strong Celtic influence in your music. Where do 
you think that influence comes from?

SEM: I’ve always loved Celtic music, both 
Celtic traditional folk music, and also in a 
“modernized” form, as in Celtic Rock bands or, 
multidisciplinary, in gothic or symphonic metal 
music, so I began incorporating these sounds 
into my own music. Moreover, I am a huge fan 
of the Arthurian legends, and everything else 
that has a Celtic or medieval background or 
influence - mystical fantasy literature like The 
Lord Of The Rings, for example – so my passion 
for all these kind of things can be found in my 
blend of musical sounds.

CG: Celtic music is so timeless. You are 
quite young and we imagine your music is not 
considered mainstream by your age group. How 
are your fans reacting to your unique sound? 

SEM: No, my music is definitely not 
mainstream, that’s why it makes it rather hard 
to be featured on radio stations over here, since 
almost all Austrian radio stations focus on the 

U.S. charts only. I guess my fans mainly enjoy 
the authenticity and emotionality that my 
music conveys, and the things I stand for as a 
person, as well as the mystical and fantastical 
atmosphere my songs can create. My fans are 
mainly age 30+ and primarily come from India, 
Asia and Poland, which surprises me, because 
I was expecting more Nordic countries to be 
interested in my music - countries like Norway, 
Iceland or the Netherlands - where successful 
symphonic rock bands like Within Temptation 
come from. Well, maybe they will be interested, 
and just haven’t heard of me yet  ;-)

CG: We’ve read that you began music lessons 
by the age of eight and wrote your first song by 
the age of 14. As often is the case – no overnight 
success for you! Can you tell us a little bit about 
your latest album, and describe to our readers 
the nature of your music, overall? 

Sandra Elizabeth Mae
by Jim McQuiston, USA

A Celtic Guide interview . . . 

SEM
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SEM: I like to describe my music as mystic-
melancholic and rocking-romantic. My debut 
album Hero reaches from bittersweet piano 
ballads to Celtic pop and symphonic rock songs, 
covering topics like pain and joy, love and grief, 
doubt and hope. Hero - The Album is about 
going on, about keeping faith, about overcoming 
obstacles, and our own fears and sorrows. It’s 
about that hero who lies within all of us, who 
keeps us going whenever we think we can’t get 
up and fight any more. It’s about letting our true 
colours shine through and wearing our hearts on 
our sleeves.

CG: We’ve noticed that your music is quite 
dynamic in that the rhythm can sometimes 
change abruptly, or the instrumentation. How 
do you capture those extremely technical ideas 
while in the songwriting process?

SEM: Actually, I never think of technical 
stuff while in the songwriting process. It just 
happens! As far as the instrumentation, I don’t 
really think about that either, not until the song 
is finished. Then, I go to my fellow musician, 
Reinhard Reschner, who runs a recording 
studio, and together we decide what the final 
nature of the songs should sound like. My ideas 
are always quite precise, and Reinhard knows 
exactly how to implement them perfectly. Let’s 
say it’s a symbiosis of creativity and common 
honesty!

CG: Which comes to you first, the music or the 
words, and where do you find inspiration for 
each of them?

SEM: My inspirations are drawn from my own 
experiences in life, my feelings and thoughts, 
but also from books, or movies, or people who 
inspire me. When I write a song, most of the 
time the music comes first and the words follow 
shortly afterwards. Sometimes it happens the 
other way round, too, although I don’t really 
know why. Maybe it depends on how I’m 
feeling. But one thing’s for sure: both music 
and lyrics always come from my heart. Sounds 
cheesy, but it’s true!

CG: Are you regimented in writing music, a 
certain time of day, or so many hours a day, or 
is it just when the mood strikes you?

SEM: That’s easy to answer – when the mood 
strikes me! Once, I tried to sit down in front of 
my keyboard and write a song because I just 
“had time to” and felt like I “had to” – didn’t 
work. Wasn’t really surprised about it, though. 

CG: Do you ever get lost in the music?

SEM: Oh yes! And I always feel better 
afterwards. 

CG: Are you involved in other creative pursuits?

Publicity shot for SEM’s “Hero” album 



SEM: As a professional actress, I’m involved in 
theatre plays in Linz, Austria, and I’m also part 
of a show group that focuses on entertainment 
for company celebrations, Christmas events 
or other festivities. Moreover, I’m a freelance 
writer at a local newspaper, which is a really 
nice way of having creative variety. I enjoy all 
of these jobs, but my wish is to be more on the 
spot with my own music and other projects of 
mine; I write theatre plays and novels as well.

CG: What’s next for SEM?

SEM: Hopefully, a second album and some 
concert gigs, depending on how well and how 
quickly my first album finds a market. I need 
all the support and fandom I can get! I would 
also love to produce a film soundtrack at some 
point.

CG: Finally, what is that one thing you’d like 
Celtic Guide readers to know about you?

SEM: I want to inspire people. I want someone 
to look at me and say: “Because of you, I didn’t 
give up” – because it was music that helped  
me keep going whenever I thought I couldn’t 
keep the faith and strength any more. I hope to 
help people the same with my music, to give 
them comfort or hope, to take them to visionary, 
adventurous places in their imagination. Thanks 
for your time and attention, CG readers!

   • Her website is www.sandraelizabethmae.jimdo.com
   • Her Facebook page is www.facebook.com/singersem 
                and you can purchase her latest album Hero  at:
https://itunes.apple.com/album/hero/id908305156?affId=1662869
                                                         and
http://www.amazon.com/Hero-SEM-Sandra-Elizabeth-Mae/dp/B00MMJAUA2

ABOVE: SEM during the make-up stage of 
preparation for her title cut video for the song and 
album “Hero.” 

AT LEFT: SEM in one of the many outfits she wore 
during the filming of some videos for the ten songs 
on her latest album.

ALL PHOTOS BY XELA PHOTO & ART
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  Here’s where you can learn more about SEM:
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Of Merlin, Arthur 
by Piotr Kronenberger

Poland

I heard a story, told long ago 
By a beggar, in the land of mist and legend 
Where some things can be half-truths, and some half-imagined. 
A story in Great Britain – 
She was known as the Isle of the Mighty, to Men of old . . . 
And now, this tale to you I shall tell, 
A tale about Merlin...and his Well… 
Many there were accounts of the Well’s magical powers, 
And many there yet still will be. 
But alas ! It is no longer clear to me in this legend, 
What is fairy-tale 
And what is reality…
In Dark Age Britain (so it was written) 
During the bloody reign of Vortigern the Saxon 
There came into the world Merlin, Emrys Myrddin, Merlinus – 
A boy of many names and many guises. 
And there came the hour when boy grew into man 
And into his Powers… 
So came the Magician before Vortigern’s throne 
To talk about a tower that, built sturdy in the daylight, 
By night falls to rubble. 

an
d M

erlin’s M
ag
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This is my first, and to date, one of only 
two poems I’ve written in English. I wrote 
it sometime in 2005 or 2006, after reading an 
Arthurian story called The Crystal Cave, by 
Mary Stewart. This is my gift to all Celtic Guide 
readers and contributors alike. 

I hope you will enjoy it.
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And taken was Merlin beneath the tower into the cave. 
The King was shaken by his future that Myrddin there foretold… 
“Behold, Sire” said the prophet. “Two Dragons, Red and White, 
Here in the foundations constantly fight… 
That is why your tower shall never stand. 
I see it – the Red conquers the White… the Kingdom united at last…under one 
Pendragon’s Right...” 
That was how Vortigern’s death was prophesied… And indeed… 
The banished Prince Uther returned at last from Brittany. 
And that night, Vortigern the Saxon died… And so was Britain freed from tyranny. 
The following Easter, Uther was crowned King 
By the name of Pendragon. 
To this day still some say how he fell in love with Ygraine… 
And how Merlin cast a spell.
That night, the lovers lain in her chamber,
Arthur, the Bear, was begotten, 
Taken by Merlin . . . and for a time forgotten 
So it was that the Great Wizard 
Took the boy and raised him as his own… 
On Byrn Myrddin, in Merlin’s cave by his magic Well, 
Arthur was taught right from wrong, and swordplay as well, 
So that one day, slay evil he may… 
All the things that were wise, just, and good 
To the boy there were shown… 
And in the waters of his Well, Merlin – with his mind ever so keen, 
Had all of Arthur’s deeds forseen… 
“The people of all the world shall forever remember you – in legend, poem, and song… 
You shall never be forgotten, as long as there is but one man left in all the lands 
To tell Your story… 
To sing of your glory… As it shall be with me…” 
Said the Great One in a  Hushed voice. 
“In the eyes of generations to come, we both will gain… Immortality...” 
The King from then on remembered what he was told… 
He remembered that prediction until he grew very, very old… 
As it always was with Merlin, his words became reality… 
In one final battle, the evil in England was defeated… and Uther, by Arthur, on the 
High King’s Throne was succeeded… 
So it was that Peace, Justice and Light reigned throughout the Bear’s rule… 
And never was there anyone who would question his judgement. 
Merlin the Wise offered his advice to the King in all things, 
Stood by him time after time through everything, And showed Arthur the way…
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 Not until both men were past their prime, 
Had the time come for the Mage to depart. 
Return he did to Byrn Myrddin, to his Hill and his blessed Well 
Where, some say, he still secretly dwells to this day… 
And so it happened that Merlin fell deeply in love. 
To be worthy of his Vivian (who was also known as Nimue) 
He tirelessly strove. 
“What must I do to gain your love ?” he asked her one day. 
“What is your heart’s desire ? Can you not see there is fire in my soul ? 
To tell you all that to myself I can never hold… 
What must I do to make you see that my love is true ?” 
“Dear Merlin” she then replied. “I see everything in your eyes. 
I see, indeed, that you Would die for me… 
But, if you truly want my hand, you must meet my one demand – 
Teach me your Magic, tell me all you know… 
Show me why the Moon at night glows… 
Tell me secrets of Nature and Man… 
How to see through the Sun and run like the Wind… 
Show me how to be Wise, and be able to see only Truth, not Lies… 
And how to command your Well… Teach me Merlin all your spells… 
How to bring the stars down, from high above… 
All that, My Darling, is the price of my love…” 
So the bargain was made… Vivian was taught Merlin’s magical Art… 
And so, Emrys won the girl’s heart… 
Vivian brought upon her lover a sleeping spell… 
And sleep they shall – both Arthur and Merlin 
For how long ? No one can tell… 
For hundreds of years, the Legend has thrived… 
Merlin and Arthur have survived… 
And time out of mind, people had tried to find their burial ground… 
But no one found it, try as they might… 
For that sanctuary is now lost to mortal sight… 

   And so this tale concludes… 

Some say that one day, both men will rise anew… 
In a time of Britain’s greatest need 
Her call, Arthur and Merlin shall heed… 
Return shall both from the dead 
And stand forevermore at their mighty Kingdom’s head…
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Since the dawn of human civilization, gifts 
have been recognized as coming in all shapes 
and sizes, and oftimes the bigger the “gift” 
of a single moment, the greater the gift of the 
reward that it earns - and the greater the burden 
to maintain that gift can become!

The name of Bannerman can be traced back 
to the 11th century, during the reign of Malcolm 
Canmore. On one auspicious occasion, the King 
is said to have arrived with his followers at the 
River Spey, in Moray, where a large rebel force 
had gathered on the opposite bank, believing 
themselves to be effectively protected by the 
rising flood. Malcolm was warned urgently by 
his retainers not to attempt crossing the river, 
until the currents were past their crest, 
but he was greatly enraged by the sight 
of those he had sought to confront, and 
unable to restrain himself from the lure 
of their proximity (and likely, their 
taunting), spurred his horse perilously 
out into the water, seething to vent his 
royal and righteous rage.

Here History marks the moment, as 
one of his most favored retainers, Sir 
Alexander Carron, seeing his master 
at grave risk, seized the royal standard 
from where it had been grounded 
(snapping in twain its pole), and 
braving the deep and raging waters, 
plunged in after the King. His valiant 
example energized the rest of the 
Scottish army, and screaming their 
ancestral war-cries, they surged forth 
to support their monarch. In the face 
of so fierce a charge, the rebels fled, 

leaving severe casualties behind, and Malcolm 
Canmore, moved by the Spartan loyalty and 
diligence of Sir Alexander, proclaimed that 
Henceforth, the Knight named Alexander 
Carron would be the Royal Standard Bearer to 
the King, as would all the sons of his name, in 
perpetuity, and were ever after ordained to bear 
in their heraldic arms a banner with its staff 
broken. Indeed, even today, his descendants 
still possess these privileges, and actually carry 
the Scottish royal banner, when requested, at 
appropriate state ceremonies.

In light of so signal an honor, small wonder, 
then, that in recognition Carron changed his 
family’s name to “Bannerman”!

In June of 1367, David II granted lands 
in Clyntrees, Waterton and Weltown, in the 
Parish of Ellon, and in Aberdeenshire, to a 
Donald Bannerman. The Bannermans were 
then tasked, as an entailment of this award, to 
build a proper chapel there, where weekly mass 
might be said for the repose of the soul of the 
King’s father, the renowned Robert the Bruce, 

  by Cass and Deborah Wright
  Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Bannerman 

Bannerman Tartan and Shield
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who had fervently sought redemption late in his 
own life for the alleged murder of his rival John 
(the Red) Comyn, a fellow contender for the 
throne. In 1370, in recognition of their good and 
ordained works, the Abbot of Kinloss granted 
the Bannermans further lands in the west of 
Aberdeen, increasing the scope of their wealth 
and holdings.

In 1589, Alexander Bannerman of Waterton 
was sheriff-depute of Aberdeen, and eventually, 
all the Bannermans became involved in the 
politics of Northeast Scotland, which inevitably 
meant taking sides in the great feud that flared 
unabated between the powerful Gordons, and 
their archrivals, the equally-powerful Forbeses. 
Although the House of Bannerman was 
remembered as choosing to stand in support of 
the Forbeses most of the time, in 1608, Margaret 
Bannerman married George Gordon of Haddo, 
son of Sir John Gordon. He was a loyal supporter 
of the King, and was later executed for opposing 
the National Covenant, a divisive conflict that 
would eventually pressure Scotland into a great 
civil war, and leave it a crippled beast for the 
cruel reprisals of Oliver Cromwell.

Alexander Bannerman of Pitmedden also 
rallied to Charles I, and following that great 
defeat, was able to preserve Bannerman 
ownership of his estates only by transference of 
the same to Sir George Hamilton, a brother-in-
law from the Tulliallan. That same Alexander 
would go on to fight a duel with a later Sir 
George Gordon of Haddo, his own cousin, 
wounding him and so winning the dispute.

In December of 1682, Alexander’s son, this 
one being known as Sir Alexander Bannerman 
of Elsick, Aberdeenshire, whose seat was 
Crimongate, was created a baronet of Nova 
Scotia, for his attachment to the cause of 
Charles II. His second son, George Bannerman 
of Dunboig, was admitted advocacy in February 
of 1671, and in January of 1684, was appointed 
solicitor to King Charles II.

 George went on to marry Elizabeth Oliphant, 

daughter of the laird of Bachilton, and died at 
Edinburgh in November of 1691. He had always 
refused to take the oaths of loyalty to William of 
Orange, as, like all of his family, he remained a 
loyal Jacobite. A younger brother, Mr. Robert 
Bannerman, was the Episcopalian minister at 
Newton, but lost his post and his living in 1689, 
under the sway of the Presbyterian dominies, for 
not condoning the Revolution. A third brother, 
one Captain Bannerman, was an officer in King 
James’ forces, distinguishing himself in several 
skirmishes under the command of the Bonnie 
Dundee.

The final brother, Alexander’s youngest son, 
Patrick, supported the cause of the Stewart 
monarchs, and in 1715, rose in prestige for his 
endeavors in support of the old Pretender. He 
was the Provost of Aberdeen, and presented a 
loyal address from the town to James VIII at 
Fetteresso, welcoming him to his “ancient 
kingdom of Scotland.”

James, delighted with this demonstration of 
loyalty to his throne, promptly knighted Provost 
Bannerman; unfortunately, he was arrested after 
the failure of the rebellion, and was imprisoned 
at Castle Carlisle, so renowned from an earlier 
era in the ballads commemorating the capture 
and rescue of Kinmont Willie Armstrong. 
Happily, hulking old Castle Carlisle, as dread 
and imposing as ever, once again proved 
inadequate to hold a defiant Scotsman, and 
although sentenced to be executed, Sir Patrick 
managed to escape his dungeon (likely as much 
by bribery, as by stealth and subterfuge), and 
flee successfully to France, where the High 
Courts staunchly continued to offer sanctuary 
and sympathetic sponsorship to the maze-like 
networks of Jacobite intelligence.

The Bannermans’ fervor for Jacobite 
insurgence burned undiminished even through 
the great rebellion of 1745, seeing that current 
Sir Alexander annointed to the cause of Charles 
Edward Stuart when he joined the Prince’s 
army at Stirling, contributing his own forces of 
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160 soldiers that he had raised from the lands of 
his forebears. Purportedly he was in Charlie’s 
personal company that following April, when 
the Bonnie Prince’s line broke and fled at the 
climax of the Culloden massacre.

After several near-lethal mishaps, Bannerman 
broke away from his fellow fugitives, racing 
toward the Sutherland district in the north, by 
way of Dingwall. After hiding himself away in 
secret rooms in his own mansion at Elsick, and 
narrowly eluding government troops by doing 
so, that Sir Alexander managed to reach France, 
where he lived out his life in exile. Surviving 
records fail to mention if he spent any further 
time with his beloved Prince, though the similar 
proximity of their mutual “retirement” certainly 
would have made that possible.

But those who wore red coats in Scotland, 
after the Butcher Cumberland’s last great victory, 
tended to have long memories and vindictive 
natures, and the younger Sir Alexander, the 4th 
Baronet, was forced to sell the family’s estates 
at Elsick in order to ameliorate his fugitive 
father’s infamous escapades to the Royal House 
of Hanover, and thus spare the foundering House 
of Bannerman.

A later Alexander Bannerman was MP for the 
city of Aberdeen from 1832 to 1840; in 1851, 
he was appointed lieutenant governor of Prince 
Edward’s Island, and at the same time, was 
knighted. That same year, Sir Alexander became 
the governor of the Bahamas, and, in 1857, of 
Newfoundland, after reacquiring the great house 
and landed estates at Elsick. Unfortunately, 

subsequent issues of inheritance 
placed that great holding in the 
hands of the House of Carnegie; 
no doubt, living Bannermans find 
cold comfort that the Carnegie 
Dukes of Fife have resided at 
Elsick ever since.

As the modern nation of 
Scotland teeters on the brink of 
Independence, it seems unlikely 
that there will e’er again be 
another true Scottish monarch, 
to actually justify the need of a 
bearer for the Royal Standard 
. . . though it is really quite 
romantic, and more than a wee 
bit thrilling, to consider that, 
for half a millennium, from 
the Canmore to the Covenant, 
whene’er the sun shone upon the 
flag that flashed the roaring red 
majesty of the Lion Rampant, 
‘twas gripped within, or guarded 
proudly by, the stalwart gauntlet 
of a blooded knight of the House 
of Bannerman.

The lands of Elsick are now part of a grand masterplan for a new city to be 
called Chapelton. In fact, the first showing of one of the new homes happened 
just this past November 1, 2014. The Chapelton masterplan was inspired 
by the vibrant urban settlements of northeast Scotland, such as Montrose, 
Stonehaven and St Andrews. Like these historic towns, Chapelton will include 
many types of traditional homes in walking distance of attractive parks and 
community facilities. The initial masterplan proposes the development of 
4,045 houses, along with all associated uses, such as shops, offices, parks, 
schools, woodlands, and in some cases, even sea views.
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The Book is Coming!
The Book is Coming!

The printing process has begun! By the end 
of year 2014, a compilation of the first two 

years of Henceforth Tales should be available 
for sale at fairs, events, etc. 

Thank you all for your readership. 
 

Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide 
for further information about 2014-15 
publication. . . and thank you for joining 
us at the hearth !                              
                                               -  DW

by Cass & Deborah Wright
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by Toni-Maree Rowe
New ZealandArchaeology, Cornwall and Me

1827 drawing of Boscawen Un, by William Cotton

In my life BC (Before Children), archaeology 
played a major role. At the time I was living 
in Cornwall, teaching archaeology at adult 
education centres around the county and, 
during the summer, working and teaching at 
the Saveock Water Archaeology Centre near 
Truro. I even wrote a slim volume for beginners 
entitled Cornwall in Prehistory whilst pregnant 
with my son. 

One of my favourite activities whenever I 
had any free time was to visit archaeological 
sites – the older the better! So I thought I would 
share with you some of my favourite sites in the 
county.

Boscawen Un
This is perhaps my most favourite stone 

circle within the whole of Cornwall for no other 
reason than the feelings of peace and calm I 
get when I am there. It is a particularly well 
preserved circle having been restored in 1862 
when a hedge that once bisected the site was 
removed and several stones re-erected. Two 
features set this circle apart from others. The 
first is the large square block of quartz on the 
southwest perimeter. The second is the central 
standing stone that leans to the northeast, on its 
underside two axe heads are carved in relief. 
If the light is right, these carvings can be seen 
clearly, however at other times it is easiest to 
feel them. There has been a great deal written 

about stone circles and this is not the place to 
discuss their function in prehistory, but if you 
are interested and would like to know more, I 
would recommend Aubrey Burl’s The Stone 
Circles of Britain, Ireland and Brittany. 

Chun Castle and Quoit
Although these two sites are very different 

in terms of date and function, they are included 
together as one because of their proximity. 
Chun Castle is an Iron Age hillfort where the 
readily available stone has been utilised to build 
an impressive (even though much of the stone 
was robbed for building works in Penzance 
during the late 1800s) double-walled enclosure. 

The central stone at Boscawen Un - it is now 
thought it was placed on an angle by design.
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The original occupation of the hillfort dates 
from between the third century and first century 
B.C. It was abandoned for a while, but then 
reoccupied in the late Romano-British/post-
Roman period. The site itself lies on the direct 
path of what is now known as The Tinner’s 
Way, an ancient pathway which begins at Cape 
Cornwall and Kenidjack Valley and finishes at 
St. Ives. Excavations at Chun Castle revealed 
a smelting furnace and a large lump of tin slag 
suggesting the function of this place during its 
later occupation phase.

Chun Quoit, however, is much older. A 
Neolithic chamber tomb dating to around the 
4th millennium B.C. (also known as a Penwith 
chamber tomb), it consists of a massive capstone  
supported by four large uprights. 

Originally it sat upon a circular platform 
and if a visitor looks carefully, a few small 
kerbstones from this platform can still be seen.

Surrounding both of these sites are the 
remains of ancient and medieval field systems.
On the hill below and west of Chun Castle 
are the very overgrown remains of Bosullow 
Trehyllys, a courtyard house settlement also 
dating to the Iron Age and Romano-British 
period, and most likely contemporary with the 
hillforts occupation.

Chysauster
This site is managed and cared for by 

English Heritage, hence it is exceptionally 
well-preserved. Situated on the side of a south 
facing hill, it is a very good example of the 
courtyard house settlement – a site type which 
appears to be unique to Cornwall, if not West 
Cornwall. Although there is evidence for an 
earlier settlement on the site, all the present and 
visible remains can be dated to the Romano-
British period. There are nine courtyard houses 
arranged in pairs on either side of a ‘street’. 
Drains, hearths, door jambs and stone paving 
are all well-preserved. Most of the houses even 
have a small terraced garden plot attached.

One of the unique features of some settlements 
from this time in West Cornwall is the presence of 
a fogou, one of which is found in Chysauster, albeit 
somewhat dilapidated and unsafe at this time. 

Entrance gates at Chun Castle
- geograph.co.uk

Chun Quoit, by William Cotton 1827

An ancient house entrance at Chysauster
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Fogous are enclosed tunnels with limited access; 
some are above ground and covered over, others 
are below ground. The theories behind their 
purpose range from cold storage for perishable 
foods, or refuge in times of strife, to that old 
nutshell of ritual. Unfortunately, there is not the 
scope within this article to discuss further the 
function of the fogou; this might be a possible 
subject for an article at another time. But if you 
are desperate to know more, I have found Ian 
Cooke’s The Mother and the Sun – The Cornish 
Fogou to be an interesting read.

Treryn Dinas
Sometimes called a cliff castle or a 

promontory fort, Treryn Dinas is one of many 
such sites across Cornwall. It is Iron Age in 
date and consists of four substantial ramparts 
and ditches which enclose the entire headland. 
The final bank and ditch cuts off the craggy 
headland and the only evidence for occupation 
are the two house platforms just on the inside of 
the entrance way.

Interpretations of promontory forts have 
emphasised their defensibility and in some 
examples there certainly seems a good argument 
for such a function such as Trevelgue Head in 
Newquay (see below). But here at Treryn Dinas, 
it is difficult to see how useful this headland 
would have been as a place of retreat. The 
amount of space available within the defences 
would not have been enough for the surrounding 
community and their livestock. Indeed, the 
casual visitor will note how rocky the entire 
headland is, but they will also note the dramatic 
views and fascinating rock formations. 

Interestingly, there have been finds of earlier 
pottery (Bronze Age) discovered in the cracks 
of the boulders that make up the end of the 
headland and I have also found in the fields 
surrounding the headland worked flint from the 
Neolithic and Late Mesolithic Periods. 

It is possible Treryn Dinas had a very different 
function from other similar sites and only goes 
to show how important it is not to judge a site 
by its appearance.

A view of the headland Treryn Dinas
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Carn Brea
As you leave the far west of Cornwall heading 

towards the ancient mining towns of Camborne 
and Redruth, you can see a massive rock-strewn 
hill with its eye-catching monument rising to the 
south of Camborne. Carn Brea stands at 226m 
high, dominating the landscape around it. The 
most obvious points of interest here are first, the 
early 19th century monument to Francis Bassett 
of Tehidy, a well-known and much-respected 
man within the mining industry at the time. The 
Bassets were an ancient local family and the 
small castle-like structure on the eastern summit 
once belonged to them. It seems it may have 
started life in the fifteenth century as a hunting 
lodge set within a deer park surrounding the 
hill. Alterations in the last three centuries have 
resulted in the structure you see today.

However, Carn Brea is even more interesting 
from an archaeological point of view because 
not only do you have several Iron Age hut 
circles, but surrounding much of the hill are two 
substantial ramparts. 

Excavations revealed that the initial building 
of the ramparts occurred between 4,000 and 
3,500 years ago in the Neolithic and then the 
site was reoccupied some 3,000 years later in 
the Iron Age. 

In 1749, two hoards of Celtic coins were 
found on the slopes of the hill, one from southeast 
Britain and the other from Gaul. Roman coins 
are also reasonably common finds.

Neolithic Carn Brea is particularly interesting, 
as traces of wooden buildings and Neolithic 

pottery were found during excavation attesting 
to it being one of the earliest-known settlements 
in the area. Whilst we may take for granted the 
concept of enclosing a parcel of land in order to 
claim ownership, in the Neolithic Era this was 
a new way of seeing the world. Enclosures such 
as Carn Brea were a very modern and a very 
alien concept to most. Here we have a physical 
manifestation of a change in thinking. 

It also seems life at Neolithic Carn Brea came 
to an abrupt and violent end; excavations also 
revealed that a number of the wooden buildings 
were burnt to the ground and over 700 flint 
arrowheads were discovered in the vicinity of 
the ramparts. 

Trevelgue Head
Moving further east and to the north is the 

town of Newquay – a popular tourist destination. 
What most don’t realise is that within walking 
distance of the town centre is one of Cornwall’s 
best examples of a cliff castle or promontory 
fort. I have a particular fondness for this site as 
I would often bring my Newquay students here 
as a field trip on how to spot archaeology.

Unlike the previously mentioned Treryn 
Dinas, Trevelgue is a much better contender for 
a practical functional purpose. Firstly, there are 
six (maybe seven) lines of defence enclosing 
several hectares of almost flat land. Then there 
are numerous field banks and house platforms 
demonstrating that people actually lived here. 
Excavations in 1939 showed the site to have 

Carn Brea Basset cross and nearby Iron Age ruins

Trevelgue Head
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been occupied from the 3rd century B.C. until 
the 6th century A.D. There was also evidence 
for bronze and iron smelting. The headland’s 
importance goes back into the Bronze Age with 
the presence of two barrows, both of which were 
opened in the 19th century, although nothing is 
known about what was found then. 

Rough Tor Area
When walking on Bodmin Moor, it is difficult 

not to trip over evidence of past activities, and 
the Rough Tor area is no exception. From the 
car park it is possible to see the slopes of the 
Tor covered in Bronze Age field walls, round 
houses and cairns. According to The Historic 
Environment Unit of Cornwall County Council, 
there are “three stone circles, two hundred 
and fifty round houses, sixty cairns, many 
hectares of field systems, and a deserted 
medieval farm” – a perfect place to 
explore.

On the summit of Rough Tor it is 
possible to discern several stone ramparts 
between here and Little Rough Tor to 
the south, and traces of house platforms 
can be seen by someone with a good eye. 
Dates for the enclosure are still debated, 
but the presence of two small kerbed 
cairns at the entrances suggest an early 
date in the Bronze Age or even perhaps 
the Neolithic Era, such as at Stowe’s 
Pound (The Cheesewring).

On top of the hill it is possible to see 
the remains of the Chapel to St Michael; 
licensed in 1371, it was a guide to travellers 

on the moor. A small rectangular building can 
be found partway down the steep side of the 
tor and was perhaps the priests’ abode. On the 
northern slopes of Little Rough Tor there is a 
well – maybe it was once a holy well?

According to Craig Weatherhill, the name 
Rough Tor (pronounced Rowtor, the ‘row’ 
rhyming with ‘now’) is derived from the Cornish 
word Rowtor meaning ‘ruler or monarch’.

A Final Word
I hope you have enjoyed this short introduction 

to some of my favourite archaeological sites 
in Cornwall. There are many which I did not 
include, but if I had I would still be writing 
well after Christmas has been and gone. In late 
December my family and I are off for a month’s 
long holiday in the UK (mostly Cornwall) to 
catch up with friends and family. I know (as do 
my family) that there will be many trips to my 
favourite sites, so I will be able to update the 
photos and notes I have. I hope to be able to share 
these with you in the future.
       Further reading
Toni-Maree Rowe, Cornwall in Prehistory
Craig Weatherhill, Cornovia: Ancient Sites of 
Cornwall and Scilly

Rough Tor

“This work should appeal
to both the casually
interested visitor to the
subject as well as the
more knowledgeable
student.”

www.tmrowe.com
for details on where to buy

The second novel in
the Sarah Tremayne

series.

Available to download
or in print

www.smashwords.com/
profiles/view/tonimaree



Never read a romance before? Please enjoy 
this wee excerpt from my newest novel –

My Highland Spy.  

London, England 1609
She had made a deal with the devil, King 

James to be precise.

Lady Ravenna Walsingham silently cursed 
her liege as she stood huddled against the 
darkened wall of an alley near the London docks. 
She closed her eyes as a light rain misted her 
face. Although she felt miserable, she knew the 
information she sought would assist the Crown 
in discovering the latest conspiracy against it.

She pulled her heavy cloak 
tighter around herself, shivering 
from a sudden chill. The cold 
could have been due to the 
scantily clad clothing she wore 
underneath, but she quickly 
pushed back the thought. All 
she needed was to catch a 
glimpse of who dastardly Lord 
Cobham was conversing with 
in the latest string of unsavory 
establishments.

She wiped the drops from 
her face and had just taken a 
step forward when a couple of 
drunken men walked out of the 
Devil’s Tavern. 
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by Victoria Roberts
USAMy Highland Spy

Jon Paul Ferrara is the artist who gets credit for the lovely lass in the red dress (changed to purple 
for the book’s cover). He did the cover art for My Highland Spy. These are the before and after shots.
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As the sound of laughter approached her, she 
backed hastily into the shadows. The men passed 
her and she studied them closely. To her regret, 
neither man was Lord Cobham. Although the 
light barely illuminated their features, she knew 
the man she sought was shorter—at least a head 
shorter than she was. 

The rain hardened as Ravenna quivered 
against the wall like a drowned rat. Lord Cobham 
was more than likely not coming out any time 
soon. That’s when she decided to hurry things 
along and make her move. Besides, if she didn’t 
meet her driver, George, within the hour, he 
would undoubtedly come looking for her. The 
faster she could determine the person or persons 
with whom Lord Cobham was conspiring, the 
better. She was tired, cold, and wet, and wanted 
to be home where a warm bed awaited her. 

She made her way toward the back of the 
brick building. The stairs leading to the door 
were dark. Of course they were. Was it too much 
to ask for at least one assignment that worked 
in her favor? She climbed the steps carefully 
and tried not to stumble over her own two feet. 
Fumbling for the door, she found the latch and 
discreetly entered. 

The small room looked like a crowded hovel, 
and she suddenly had a strong desire to bathe. 
More than a handful of women readied their hair 
in the looking glass as the sound of boisterous 
laughter came from the adjoining room. The 
women wore little clothing, which reminded 
Ravenna to remove her cloak. She tossed her 
protective garment into the corner and placed her 
arm over her chest. She suddenly felt very open 
to the view of others—not to mention that her 
laced bodice left very little to the imagination. 

A large-bellied man came into the room and 
waved the women out. “Make haste, ladies. My 
customers need to be served. You can’t do that 
if you spend all your time in here pampering 
yourselves.” As one of the women walked 
by, the burly man slapped her on the bottom. 
He looked up, and his cold, dark eyes met 
Ravenna’s. “You’re the new girl, but you will 

quickly learn your place. Don’t just stand here 
staring at me. Get out there.” 

Ravenna nodded and rushed past the man, 
feeling his gaze upon her. She followed the lead 
of the other women and picked up a tray from 
the table. As she looked around the smoke-
filled room packed with men, she noted the 
large barrels and ship masts built right into the 
structure. Being so close to the River Thames, 
she could see why. The tavern was often 
frequented by men of the sea, but she knew not 
to be fooled.

 The Devil’s Tavern held many secrets. 
The establishment was notorious for housing 

smugglers, cutthroats, thieves, and pirates. 
If Lord Cobham was meeting anyone here to 
further promote his illicit behavior, she was 
going to find out. 

Without warning, Ravenna was roughly 
pulled down onto a lap. The man’s breath reeked 
of ale and he smiled, fingering her locks. 

“This place keeps getting better and better. I 
haven’t seen you here before.” He lowered his 
head and sniffed down her body. “Mmm…you 
smell of lavender.” 

She didn’t think it wise to tell the man what 
he smelled like so she politely nodded. When 
she tried to stand, he pulled her back down and 
held her with a firm grip. 

“Let me tell you a little secret.” He lowered 
his voice and leaned forward. “I think you are 
by far my favorite.” His hand encircled her 
breast, and it took all of Ravenna’s might not 
to slap him. And that’s when she looked up and 
noticed the men.

 Dear God.
Lord Cobham was walking straight toward 

her. She hastily glanced to Cobham’s right and 
saw Charles Paget. What was he doing here? 
She couldn’t risk being spotted, so she did the 
first thing that came to mind. She turned in the 
lap of the man who held her and brought his lips 
to hers. 

The man’s comrades cheered him on, and his 
hands roamed all over Ravenna in places they 
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shouldn’t. She had to endure quite a repulsive 
kiss and felt as though she needed a cloth to 
wipe away the slobber that had escaped the 
man’s lips. How she despised this part of the 
masquerade! Only when she was confident that 
the two men had departed did she dare pull back, 
attempting not to think about the bile that rose 
in the back of her throat. 

She placed her finger to the man’s lips. “I 
have something for you. I’ll be right back.” 
When the man nodded, as she knew he would, 
she made her escape to the back room. She 
didn’t want to spend another moment in that 
place. Grabbing her cloak from the corner, she 
bolted out the door.

 She did not look back. 
What was Lord Cobham doing with Charles 

Paget? She thought Paget was still in Paris. No 
matter, she would simply give the information 
to her uncle. She wrapped her cloak tighter 
around herself as the cool breeze whipped 
her cheeks. She walked with long, purposeful 
strides, clutching the dagger in her pocket. She 
didn’t like walking the streets of London by 
herself, let alone by the docks in the darkened 
hours of the night. One of these days her luck 
was going to run out. She prayed it was not at 
this moment. 

Her uncle’s carriage waiting at the end of the 
dimly lit street was a welcome sight. George 

climbed down upon her approach and extended 
his hand. He was a large man with graying hair 
at the temples and stood well over six feet tall. 
He always aided her when she needed protection 
from places like the Devil’s Tavern. 

“Lady Walsingham, did you find what you 
were looking for?” 

~
Award-winning author Victoria Roberts 

writes Scottish historical romances about kilted 
heroes and warriors from the past. She was 
named by RT Book Reviews as “one of the most 
promising debut authors across the genres” and 
was also a 2013 RT Reviewers’ Choice award 
winner for X Marks the Scot.

Represented by Jill Marsal of the Marsal 
Lyon Literary Agency, Victoria is a member of 
Romance Writers of America®, Celtic Hearts 
Romance Writers, several local chapters, as well 
as a contributing author to the online magazine 
Celtic Guide. 

EDITOR’S NOTE: Victoria Roberts has 
been a steady and welcomed contributor to 
the Celtic Guide for some time now. She also, 
quite often, brings us fabulous photos from 
Scotland, taken by Cameron Morrison.

Please visit Victoria at –
VictoriaRobertsAuthor.com
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There is no greater gift than the unwavering loyalty 
of my dog. Every day Obie offers me the gift of a no-
strings-attached friendship and companionship. 

Above, we are at Three Head Castle, West Co Cork 
(otherwise known as Dunlough Castle).

Dunlough Castle is a series of three fortified towers, 
or keeps, which stand almost invisibly upon the isthmus 
connecting “Three Castle’s Head” with the mainland. The 
only route of access is from the south across private 
farmland. The castle appears suddenly as you cross 
through the hills onto the isthmus. The towers are 
connected by a wall spanning more than one hundred feet 
from the western cliffs to the shores of an apparently 
man-made lake. 

To an invading army, the cliff’s edge, the defensive wall, 
the lake and the sternly inaccessible approach would have 
made the castle appear impregnable.  
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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Bringing the Gift of Song Co-written by 
The Meadows Family 

Wales
and Carolyn Emerick

USA

Introducing “The Meadows”
The Meadows are a family musical group 

hailing from Carmarthenshire, in South West 
Wales. Each of the four siblings, (shown 
above, left to right) Titania, Melody, Fantasia 
and Harvey, are classically trained musicians. 
Together they play a wide range of genres 
from classical and Tudor, to Celtic folk and 
contemporary. Their talents have allowed them 
to play concerts in respected venues such as The 
Botanic Garden of Wales and the Glanfa Stage 
at the Wales Millennium Centre. 

Music has always been an important part of 
the Meadows family household. Being raised 
in a home filled with musical noise, the brother 
and three sisters formed their band organically. 
Playing music together as a family has been 
one of many blessings the band members enjoy. 
They revel in carrying on the tradition of Celtic 
song and bringing music of the past to new 
generations of listeners. 

Playing music from very young ages, The 
Meadows musicians are multi-instrumental, 
including several traditional instruments such 
as the bodhrán, recorder and tin whistle. 

Although classically-trained, the group is 
heavily influenced by Celtic music and lists 
groups such as Clannad and Secret Garden as 
inspiration for their own sound. Playing many 
musical styles allow The Meadows to keep the 
crowds enthralled during performances. Their 
set list includes numerous traditional tunes and 
songs such as “Joy of Life” and “Wild Mountain 
Thyme,” as well as original compositions by the 
band members. 

The beautiful Welsh countryside, pictured 
above, is a muse for these talented siblings. 
Their youngest member, Titania, penned their 
newest song called “May Mountains Howl.”

The Meadows appreciate the opportunity 
to use their musical ability to raise money 
for charity. They are currently participating 
in a fundraising concert tour for Wales Air 
Ambulance. This organization saves many lives 
each year, but is completely reliant upon public 
donations, and The Meadows are delighted 
to help their cause. Last year The Meadows 
participated in a similar tour to raise money for 
Cardiff’s Velindre Cancer Centre. 
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The Meadows also lead interactive 
music workshops with local schools in 
Carmarthenshire.

The coming year will be full of 
exciting adventures for this talented 
bunch. They will continue to support 
Wales Air Ambulance into 2015 while 
they work on their upcoming album. 
Their album will include both original 
and traditional music, and the band is 
excited to put their own unique stamp on 
traditional tunes. 

Listen to The Meadows’ music 
on their YouTube channel under 
the name “The Meadows Cymru.” 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCeiZOSVzBTYY_YyKDOLiVbQ)

Follow The Meadows on Facebook: 
www.facebook.com/TheMeadowsMusic

More information on how you can 
support Wales Air Ambulance can be 
found on their website:   

www.walesairambulance.com.
The Meadows:

Melody, Fantasia, Titania and Harvey
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Surrounded by Irish dancers in sparkly 
dresses, sprightly fiddle music, and spectators 
at the 2003 Nation’s Capital Feis, I camped near 
a stage in the hotel ballroom. As I waited for 
my daughter’s next dance competition, I jotted 
down notes. The years of attending Olivia’s 
competitions, with their tumult and excitement, 
had motivated me to start a story bringing Irish 
dance and ballet together.

As a little girl, Olivia had begged to take Irish 
dance lessons after seeing a live performance 
of Michael Flatley in Lord of the Dance, in 
1995. Along with Olivia, I became mesmerized 
with Irish dance and the haunting, joyful, and 
poignant music. Olivia’s path up the ranks in 
competitive Irish dance inspired me to use her 
experiences. I have a BFA in dance from Florida 
State University and extensive training in ballet, 
modern, and character dance. Many revisions 
and tweaks later, Astraea Press published No 
One’s Watching earlier this year.

In my story, the romance of Swan Lake 
collides with the raw energy of Riverdance 
when fourteen-year-old ballet dancer Kitri falls 
hard for all things Irish, especially her crush-
turned-partner Blake, when she’s introduced to 
Irish dance at a summer intensive. The premise 
of the story is whether she’ll tie a Celtic knot 
to her new passion and hang on, or continue to 
struggle with her enthusiasm in ballet class to 
please her mother. If you aren’t following your 
dreams, whose dreams are you following?

Celtic legends, music, and art mysteriously 
tug Kitri into the world of Irish dance. An equal 
number of conflicts pull her away. For Kitri’s 
mother, Irish music and dance once had been 
a tangible, breathing entity. Now it only serves 
to remind her mother of a painful loss too 
agonizing to bear, and she forbids Kitri to have 
anything to do with Irish dance.

At the end of the story, Kitri isn’t the only 
character to come to terms with her passion. By 
witnessing Kitri’s aoibhneas an rince, her joy 
of dance, during the end-of-camp performance, 
the anger held by Kitri’s mother heals. 

Isn’t that how music and dance serves 
many cultures in helping us grieve, celebrate, 
and manage our lives? Shouldn’t we feel free 
to express our song and dance as if no one’s 
watching?

My teen dance novel No One’s Watching 
is available from popular online bookstores. 
Please visit me on my website at – 

SandraDGreen.webs.com.

No oNe’s WatchiNg
by Sandy Green

USA

The cover of Sandy Green’s latest book
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Ron Henderson has 
provided many great articles for the Celtic 
Guide over the last few years. While this one 
isn’t specifically about Celts, Ron originally 
wrote it in Gaelic several years ago. Recently, 
he was asked to translate it into English and 
so he forwarded both versions on to us, as 
part of our anything-goes “Gifts” theme for 
December. Having already read it, we know 
you’ll enjoy Circle.

The two astronauts stood nervously in the 
computer room of the spaceship Omega II, 
regarding the picture on the computer screen. 
Some frost from the effect of the “frostroom” 
(cryogenic chamber), where they had lain in 
their deep icy sleep for the past seven years, was 
still drying on their red plastic suits. They stood 
without moving an eye from the image. The 
expression on the face of each man was hard 
and surly: their eyes narrow and sharp.

In the image were a thousand points of yellow 
light lying on a black field: each point a star, 

and each star growing clearer every moment the 
rocket was travelling forward. There was only 
one thing wrong with the image. In the middle 
of the picture nothing could be seen...nothing 
at all...but darkness, and it was this that was 
concerning to the captain and the engineer, for 
the spaceship was headed directly for the centre 
of a black hole.

A Black Hole – “the black swamp of the 
heavens,” the most terrifying thing in the 
universe; an astronaut would never utter the 
word but in a nightmare. Even light itself 
couldn’t escape from the mouth of that greedy, 
gluttonous maw when it was caught inside its 
awful gravity, and now, it was pulling them 
towards it and they couldn’t escape. They were 
like lost souls, descending into Hell.

Mackay, (the engineer) struck his fist on 
the computer. He cursed and cried out with a 
snarl. “Why didn’t this stupid number stacker 
waken us up before now? It’s too late now to do 
anything. We’re finished.’’

Captain Anderson pressed a green button.

by Ron Henderson
Scotland

Gaelic for “Circle”
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“Yes? What do you want?’’ enquired 
a melodious voice. (It was the computer 
speaking).

“Why didn’t you waken us earlier than this?’’ 
the captain asked.

“I don’t understand,’’ said the computer 
(whose name was ‘George’) “What’s wrong?’’

“You idiot! We’re plunging into the stomach 
of a black hole and we can’t escape. Even with 
every engine on the ship fighting against the 
monster there’s not enough time left now. Isn’t 
it your responsibility to warn us about dangers 
like this?’’

“Certainly’’ said George, “but I sent out an 
alarm about the black hole three days ago. Why 
didn’t you turn Omega II aside then?’’

“But we didn’t waken up till five minutes 
ago’’ said MacKay.

“Hmm! Isn’t that strange?’’ said George. 
“Excuse me for a moment, I must find out the 
reason for this.’’

And George went quiet for a little while.
The captain looked at the screen. He groaned. 

The black hole was growing bigger every second 
that the vessel was travelling towards it.

The voice of George returned. “I’m sorry 
captain, but something is wrong with the alarm 
device in the cryogenic chamber. It didn’t send 
out the alarm until eight minutes ago.’’

“Well, what do we do now?’’ demanded 
the captain. “We’ll be killed if we don’t do 
something. THINK George. Hurry up!’’

The computer went quiet once more.
The captain had an image in his mind 

regarding George. In his imagination he saw a 
bald-headed little man, wearing a white coat, 
spectacles at the end of his nose, and scratching 
his skull while he was thinking.

“Captain. I have it,’’ said the computer at 
last.

“Very good. Spit it out!’’ ordered Anderson.
“Ok. How fast are we travelling at present?’’
The engineer looked at the rate measurer 

beside him and his eyes opened as big as two 
saucers.

“My God!’’ he said in a shaking voice, 
“We’re flying at 100,000 miles a minute. Oh, 
wait! 150,000: now 180,000. Good grief! It’s 
not possible. Captain, Omega II is travelling at 
more than 200,000 miles per minute.’’

Anderson turned. “What? Are you losing 
your mind? There isn’t a spaceship in the world 
that can move as fast as that.’’

And that was true. Even the new spaceships 
with photon engines couldn’t fly faster than 
200,000 miles per hour...but per minute?

“Precisely!’’ said George. “Just as I thought. 
The black hole is pulling us towards it quicker 
every second. The enormous gravity. Do you 
understand?’’

“Yes!’’ both astronauts answered together.
“Well, if my calculations are correct, in ten 

minutes we shall be travelling at more than 
186,000 miles per second.’’

“What? Faster than light itself?’’ cried the 
captain.

“Indeed! And, if Einstein’s opinions are 
correct, we shall never reach the black hole. 
You are saved.’’

“Why? I don’t understand.’’
“Well’’ said George, “Isn’t it obvious? We 

shall be travelling backwards in time.’’
The captain jumped, “Backwards? How 

far?’’
“I don’t have enough information to make a 

prediction captain. I’m sorry.’’
The astronauts looked at one another.
About ten minutes after this, Omega II dived 

through the emptiness like a silver arrow, at 
186,000 miles a second.
                                                                                            

********
The two astronauts stood nervously in the 

computer room of the spaceship Omega II, 
regarding the picture on the computer screen. 
Some frost from the effect of the “frostroom” 
(cryogenic chamber), where they had lain in 
their deep icy sleep for the past seven years, was 
still drying on their red plastic suits . . .

                            End.
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And now the Gaelic version, for those of 
you who read Gaelic, or at least wish you did:

Sheas an dithis astronaut an rum computair 
na speur-shoithich ‘Omega-II’, a’ sealltainn 
air an dealbh air an scrin. Bha beagan reodha, 
bho eifeachd an t-seomar reodhaidh (cryogenic 
chamber) anns an robh iad air a bhith nan cadal 
deigheagh o chionn seachd bliadhnaichean, a’ 
tiormachadh air an deiseachan dearga plasdaig 
fhathast. Sheas iad gun suil a’ gluasad bho 
an dealbh. Bha gnuis gach duine cruaidh is 
gruamach: na suilean aca cumhang is geur.

Anns an dealbh bha mile bioran solais bhuidhe 
nan laighe air achadh dubh: gach punc na reannag, 
is gach reannag a’fas nas soilleire a h-uile tiota a 
bha an rocaid a’dol air adhart. Cha robh ach aon 
rud cearr air an iomhaigh. Am meadhon an deilbh 
cha robh dad ri fhaicinn...dad sam bith idir... ach 
dorchadas, agus be an ni seo a bha a’ cur dragh 
air a Chaptain agus an t-Innealtair, oir bha sn 
speur-shoitheach a’dol direach airson buillsgein 
tuill-dubh.

Toll-Dubh: ‘suil-chritheach dhorcha nan 
speur’ an ni as uabhasaiche anns a’ Chruitheachd; 
facal nach canadh astronaut ach ‘na trom-lighe. 
Cha tigeagh eadhon solas e fhein a beul a’ chraois 
shanntaich sin nuair a bha e air glacadh a-stigh ‘na 
thromachas oillteil, agus a-nis, bha e gan tarruing 
chuige agus cha b’urrainn dhoibh teicheach. Bha 
iad mar anmannan caillte, a’ dol sios a dh’Ifrinn.

Bhuail MacAoidh (an t-innealtair) a dhorn air 
a’ chomputar. ‘’Ceud mile diabhal!’  ghlaodh e le 
draing, ‘’Carson nach do mhosgail an t-eagarach 
gorach sinn roimh seo? Tha e ro fhadalach a-nis 
cail a dheanamh. Tha sinn criochnaichte’’.

Phut Caiptean Anderson putan uaine.
‘’Seadh? De tha sibh ag iarraidh?’’ 

Dh’fharraidh guth binn. (B’e  computar a bha a’ 
bhruidhinn).

‘’Carson nach do mhosgail sibh sinn na bu 
traithe na seo?’’ Dh’fhoighnich an Caiptean dha.

‘’Chan  eil mi a’ tuigsinn,’’ arsa an computar 
(dom b’ainm Seoras), ‘’de tha cearr?’’

‘’Amadain! Tha sinn a’ tumadh a-steach 

stamac tuill-dhuibh agus chan urrainn dhuinn 
teicheadh. Eadhon le gach beart air an rocaid a 
spairneil an aghaidh an ‘uile-bheist’ chan eil tim 
gu leor ann a-nis. Nach eil e nad dhleasnas a bhith 
gar rabhadh mu chunnartan mar seo?’’

‘’Tha gu dearbh’’, fhreagair Seoras, ‘’ach 
chuir mi a-mach sanas mun toll-dubh tri laithean 
air ais. Carson nach do thionndaibh sibh ‘Omega-
II’ air falbh an uair sin?’’

‘’Ach cha do dhuisg sinn ach coig mionaidean 
air ais,’’  thuirt MacAoidh.

‘’Nach neonach sin?’’ thuirt Seoras. ‘’Gabh 
mo leisgeul airson greiseag; feumaidh mi an 
reuson fhaighainn.’’ 

Agus chaidh Seoras ‘na thosd airson am 
ghoirid.

Dh’amhairc an Caiptean air an scrin. Bha an 
toll-dubh a’ fas nas mo a h-uile tiota a bha an 
t-soitheach a’ siubhal chuige. Dh’osnaich e.

Thainig guth Sheorais a rithist. ‘’Tha mi 
duilich a Chaiptean, ach tha rudeigin cearr air 
an inneal-dusgaidh san t-Seomar reodhaidh. Cha 
do dh’fhead e a chaismeachd mun toll-dubh ach 
ochd mionaidean air ais.’’

‘’Uil, de a ni sinn a-nis?’’ Dh’fheoraich 
Anderson dha. ‘’Cuirear as dhuinn mur dean sinn 
rudeigin. SAOIL a Sheorais! Greas ort!’’

Agus chaidh an computar na thosd uair eile.
Bha dealbh an inntinn a’ Chaiptein mu 

dheidhinn Seorais. Na cheann chunnaich e duine 
beag maol, le cota geal air, speuclairean air barr 
a shroine, is e a’ tachas a chlaiginn fhads a bha e 
a’ smaointinn.

A Chaiptein. Tha e agam,’’ thuirt an computar 
mu dheireadh.

‘’Gle mhath! Tilg!’’ Dh’orduich Anderson.
‘’Ceart! De cho luath is a tha sinn a’ dol 

an drasda?’’ Dh’fhaighnich Seoras. Sheall an 
t-Innealtair air a’ chuimsear-astair ri a thaobh agus 
dh’fhosgail e a shuilean cho mor ri da shasair.

‘’Dhia!’’ Thuirt e le guth air chrith. ‘’Tha 
sinn ag itealaich mu 100,000 mile gach mionaid. 
O! Fanaibh! 150,000 mile: Nise 180,000. Obh, 
Obh! Chan eil e comasach. A Chaiptein: tha an 
t-’Omega-II’ a’ dol air adhart aig barrachd na 
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200,000 mile gach mionaid.’’
Thionndaidh Anderaon. ‘’De? A bheil thu dol 

as do chiall? Chan eil rocaid anns an Domhainn 
a ruitheas cho luath ri sin.’’

Agus bha sin ceart. Cha dhraibheadh eadhon 
na rocaidean ura, le beairt photon annta, nas 
luaithe na 200,000 mile cach uair...ach gach 
mionaid?

‘’Gu puncail!’’ arsa Seoras, ‘’Direach mar a 
shaoil mi. Tha an toll-dubh gar tarraing chuige 
nas luaithe a h-uile tiota. An tromachas mor; a 
bheil sibh a’ tuigsinn?’’

‘’Tha.’’ Fhreagair na speuradairean maraon.
‘’Uil, ma tha mo chunntas ceart, ann an deich 

mionaidean bidh sinn a’ siubhal aig barrachd na 
186,000 gach tiota.’’

‘’De? Nas luaithe na solas e fhein?’’ Ghlaodh 
an Chaiptein.

‘’Gu dearbh!  Agus ma tha beachd Einstein 
pongail, cha ruig sinn a chaoidh an toll-dubh. 
Tha sibh tearainte!’’

‘’Carson? Chan eil me a ‘tuigsinn.’’

‘’Uil, labhair Seoras, ‘’nach eil e soillear? 
Bidh sinn a’ dol air ais ann an tim.’’

Leum an Caiptean. ‘’Air ais? De cho fada?’’
‘’Chan eil fiosrachadh gu leor ann airson 

faisneachd a dheanamh a Chaptein. Tha mi 
duilich.’’

Dh’amairc an da speuradair ri cheile.

Mu dheich mionaidean an deidh seo, thum 
‘Omega-II’ troimh an fhalamhais mar shaighead 
airgeadach, aig 186,000 mile gach tiota.

                   **********
 
Sheas an dithis astronaut an rum computar 

na speur-shoithich ‘Omega-II’ a’ sealltainn air 
an dealbh air an scrin. Bha beagan reodha, bho 
eifeachd an t-seomar reodhaidh (cryogenic-
chamber) anns an robh iad air a bhi nan cadal 
deigheach o chionn seach bliadhnaichean, a’ 
tiormachadh air an deiseachean dearga plasdaig 
fhathast . . .

                          End?
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Alexander II, sovereign of Scotland, raised a 
mail-clad force to face a rebellion in Galloway.  
Well-equipped for slaughter, the King led his 
lords and warriors into the wilds of Galloway, 
seeking rebels who had risen against his reign. 
He marched his mail-clad men into a trap where 
they were mired down deep in muck. Suddenly, 
from all around, the Galloway rebels rose and 
ran as red reapers come to ravage the king and 
his troops. A fierce fight followed and the King 
made a stout stand, but the weight of their war 
gear sank him and his warriors shin-deep in that 
deadly bog. 

The Galloway warriors knew the land well 
and so fought nearly free of the muck and mud. 

The King’s knights began to falter and fall in 
droves to the broad blades of those wild rebels. 
Their shields shattered under the heavy hits of 
Highland axes and claymore cuts. Many a wife-
made-widow would weep from the red reaping 
of those rebels. Hard-hearted men, they brought 
death and doom to all who fought against 
them. 

Most of the King’s bodyguards had died with 
crimson corpses collected about them, and the 
King himself was in want of a way out. 

Wild war cries came from a close-by 
mountainside. A blood-curdling call echoed out 
around the King’s beleaguered fighting force. 
Down from the high hill, running fleet of foot, 

FEARCHAR FOLLOWER O’ ST. ANDREW
story and illustrations by Larry Andrews, USA 
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flew heavily-armed warriors keen for the killing. 
Leading this new contingent was Fearchar, 
follower of Saint Andrew, and his Highland 
horde. Wild and wielding their war weapons, 
those clansmen came on quick. Loud like a 
murderous thunder was the crash of Fearchar’s 
mountain fighters.  Boldly they burst into the 
flanks of the Galloway rebels, ripping life and 
limb from those surprised foes. Fearchar was 
fearless in combat. A hewer of war hosts, his 
great Highland axe sounded the corpse song and 
left that field of woe ripe for the ravens’ altar. 

He brought death with every stroke, killing 
without care. That Highland chief’s display 
raised love and respect high in the heart of his 
King. Leaving the wrecked and red ruin in his 
wake, Fearchar flew into the thick of the fray. 
Blood-splashed, he and his warriors worked 
their war craft, driving all foes from that field. 
He collected the rebel leaders and, with crimson 
axe, cut off their heads to be trophies for his 
King.

The rescued Alexander II, swinging his sword 
on the brink of ruin, was left in utter awe of this 
wild mountain warrior who came with his host 
out of nowhere. The Galloway warriors were 
put to flight with Fearchar and clan Aindrais hot 
on their heels. Those rebels whose feet did not 
fail them made it home to safety; those whose 
flight failed faced their crimson fate.

When Fearchar returned to his King and that 
red field of woe, he laid the grim, grinning rebel 
leaders’ heads at the feet of his King. Fearchar 
Mac an t’Sagairt, follower of Saint Andrew, was 
knighted and given good lands in Galloway on 
the seventeenth day before Kalends, July 1215, 
for saving the life of his sovereign and bringing 
his clansmen to kill the enemies of his King. 

Alexander II, crowned sovereign of Scotland, 
went with many of his Lords to a coronation 
feast and festival in London for the crowning 
of England’s new King. The festivities were 
fantastic and Lords from all the great lands 
were there, guests at the English sovereign’s 
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service. Part of that King’s entertainment was 
a tournament with a mighty knight from France 
whose great size and girth was formidable and 
far-famed.

Many strong men made to fight the famous 
Frenchman, but all fell before his clever blade 
craft. They would clash swords and put their 
power to the test only to have the mighty 
Frenchman hit down hard on their heads. The 
best of English, Irish, Welsh, and Scottish 
knights were laid low by the French knight’s 
fierce skill. From the Saxon, Norman, and Gael 
came many brave battlers who brought their 
sword skill and gave good grip to broad blade 
only to be taken down from first to last by the 
giant Frenchman. Then from the crowd stepped 
a huge Norwegian knight whose muscles had 
been well-nourished all his life.

The Norseman had a big barrel chest, broad 
back, and arms like oaks. Yet standing before 
the wondrous Frenchman, even he was half a 
head shorter than that furious Frank. The two 
great warriors chose to wrestle in a test of their 
skill at the grip. Each giant crashed into the 
other. Like wild bulls, both tried to fix a better 
hold for throwing their foe. Their feet dug 
down deep into the dirt as each tried to drive 
the other over. Broad backs bent, thick arms 
pushed and pulled, and the two giants groaned 
at their grappling. Then the fierce French knight 
suddenly slipped laterally and overthrew that 
Norse giant by pulling at the exact moment 
his opponent had pushed. It seemed the French 
knight was invincible, for no king’s man could 
defeat him at any test of martial craft. 

Alexander II of Scotland looked to his new 
knight Fearchar to fight the famous French 
cavalier and so save face for king and country. 
The sovereign told Fearchar that if he could 
serve the French knight a defeat, his king would 
make him Earl of Ross, the richest prize in the 
Highlands. Now this newly-knighted Highlander 
was not a big man, but he was stout and strong 
enough to stagger a bull. 

Fearchar had not lived the lush life of a 
wealthy knight. He was a mountaineer who had 
long roved high in the hills, where rough terrain 

and rougher weather were a constant strain on 
man and mind. He ran, fleet of foot, after the 
dashing deer and, without fear, many times 
had faced off with the wicked wild boar. Since 
boyhood he had been raised to be a warrior, 
and he wore his weapons from waking to rest. 
Farquhar slew his first foe at the tender age of 
twelve. The rough life of a Highlander had long 
ago made a hard man of Fearchar, follower of 
Saint Andrew. So he gladly accepted his King’s 
request, said a silent prayer, and tipped his 
great axe to challenge the famed French fighter. 
Fearchar showed the Kings and Lords of all 
those lands what worth was in a West Ross-
Shire warrior. 

The French knight grabbed his great sword 
and the two bold battlers saluted. That bout 
began with the famous knight swinging in close 
to cause a bind, but Fearchar caught the coming 
sword, then quickly disengaged to deliver a thrust 
from the butt of his axe to the famed knight’s 
belly. As the French knight had proven already, 
he was no dunce in a fight and so slipped that 
assault. The Frenchman then countered with a 
heavy hit from above, bringing his blade down 
hard and fast.

Fearchar blithely leaped to the left, trailing 
his great axe behind. Slipping the powerful 
sword attack, he brought his axe back into the 
play, putting the famous knight’s broad blade 
aside. The Highlander hit the Frenchman’s 
great sword with such ferocity that it turned the 
famous fighter, whirling him to the right. Before 
that knight could recover, Fearchar struck in a 
thrust, hitting the Frenchman hard on the head. 
But that is what good helmets are made for, and 
the famed knight countered with a kill stroke. 
The Highlander closed quick and bound that 
blade before the knight could gain any strength 
to his stroke. 

The famed fighter cleared his weapon and 
began to rethink this unknown knight he was 
facing. He then came at Fearchar fast and low, 
intending to catch the nimble Highlander across 
the knee. Fearchar’s axe stroke met that bold 
blow before it could reach its target and hooked 
the axe’s back spike behind the French fighter’s 
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knee. The Highland warrior then pulled with all 
his worth and dragged that famed Frenchman 
down. Nimble as a lynx leaping on its prey, 
Fearchar fell fast on the fallen knight. With 
one hand he twisted the helmet on the French 
knight’s head, binding and blinding him, while 
his other hand delivered a dirk to the fallen foe’s 
throat. “Do ye yield, Sir?” was all the Highlander 
had to say.

Embarrassed by the defeat, the French 
knight challenged brave Fearchar to a wrestling 
bout. Though the famous fighter was a full two 
heads taller, Fearchar, without a flinch, agreed 
to grapple the foreign giant. The two took their 

war gear off and walked forward to face each 
other. It was decided by the newly-crowned 
English King that the bout would not be to the 
first fall, but the first to yield. Though this was 
an odd request there are many who say it was 
solely so the King’s giant famous friend could 
save face.

The French Hercules grinned down at his 
far smaller foe and planned to grapple Fearchar 
fast to the ground where his great weight would 
work best. Each saluted the other and the match 
ensued. The mighty French mass closed in on 
his prey, but the Highlander had other plans. 
Fearchar made to lock hands with the huge man 
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Fearchar made to lock hands with the huge man 
but at the last possible moment move under the 
monster’s wide grip. The Highlander climbed 
that colossus like a wild cat taking to the top of 
a broad-based tree. 

Before the French knight knew what was 
happening, Fearchar had climbed to his crown 
and grabbed that Hercules by the head in an iron 
lock. The famed French hero tried to pry Fearchar 
free, but that Highlander’s grip was well placed 
and hard put to its purpose. The colossus could 
find no air to fill his huge lungs and was fast 
feeling faint. In a final desperate effort to free 
his throat of Fearchar, the French knight fell 
back hard, using his big body to hammer the 
Highlander to the ground. It made a sound like 
a heavy sack of wet clay when 
those two warriors hit, but the 
Highlander held fast. The huge 
knight went black before he could 
tap out and Fearchar, winded and 
well worked, arose the winner. 
Not a bold boaster, Fearchar 
gave the great Frenchman’s face 
a few friendly smacks and helped 
that hero to his feet. They feasted 
together and parted fast friends. 

So proud was the King of 
Scotland at Fearchar’s martial 
feats, he rewarded that warrior 
with the Earldom of Ross. When 
asked, the humble Highlander 
gave all victory credit to a silent 
vow he made to God’s good 
grace. 

In his modest moment, the 
Lord Fearchar vowed that if he 
had a victory over the French 
hero, he would build an abbey for 
the first order of monks met on 
his way home through Scotland.

While going through the 
Galloway countryside, the far-
famed Fearchar came across 
two white-robed monks from 
Whithorn Abbey. The Highland 
hero saw his opportunity to fulfill 

that sacred vow and so volunteered to take the 
monks home. He led those two canons back to 
bonnie Ross-Shire and began building an abbey. 
That task was well-taken to and Fearn Abbey 
was finished near Kincardine. Fearchar’s vow 
was fulfilled in the order of the two wandering 
white robes as he so swore. 

One day Alexander II came to his famed 
friend Fearchar and asked a great deed to be 
done for king and country. The Earl of Ross 
was asked to drive out the old Norse Earls of 
the Shetlands and the Orkneys. Fearchar took 
up his king’s call and gathered a great host of 
Ross-Shire warriors. They sailed off in wood-
wrapped warships, loaded with clansmen and 
war gear. 
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When Fearchar found Dane ships sailing off 
of the Shetlands and Orkneys, be they merchants 
or roving raiders, the Earl of Ross attacked in 
full force. His wide-ranging sea war led to great 
economic loss for the far-off island Earls. When 
those Norse Earls of old were well-weakened 
from want of ships and crews to keep them 
sailing, the Earl of Ross came in for the kill.

Fearchar’s mail-coated corpse sowers sallied 
forth into the Norse Earl’s island nest. They 
met their foes, fitted for fighting, on an open 
green-grazing field surrounded by high-rolling 
hills. The Norse formed in their time-honored 
war wall of locked linden shields. Fearchar’s 
followers led the battle with a rain of barbed 
arrows. They flew high, lingered for what felt 
like a long time, then fell fast on the Norse foes. 
Death rained down on that grim war wall in a 
burst of barb-bladed bolts. From the flank of the 
Norse shield wall came another flying volley of 
death darts, and doom followed in their wake.

Armed with his own Highland horde and 
an addition of the king’s men, Fearchar split 
his huge host and flanked his foes. The Norse 
men fell fast in red ruin with death-dealing darts 
dropping all around them. Then came the bold 
bellow of Fearchar, follower of Saint Andrew, 
calling to God for great strength. First to the 
front flew that Highland hero. Wild was his war 
cry. With great axe in grip, he ran into those 
Norse foes.  Relentless was the terror he took 
to those mail-clad men. Bold with broad blades, 
Fearchar’s followers ran fleet-footed, gathering 
to the battle cry of their long-loved war chief.

From the flank, the king’s men also fell on 
the Norse earl’s army. The crash and clang of 
swords, shields, and wild warriors was an echo 
that carried far and wide. There were but one in 
a hundred who fought with the fury of Fearchar. 
Well-equipped for slaughter and skilled in axe 
craft, he brought down crimson-covered men 
with every whirl of that weapon. He gobbled 
down warriors like strong red wine from the 
hero’s horn. Blood-splashed, bold, and brave, 
no man could say he did not take the red reaping 
to those Norse foes.

Fearchar’s Highland heroes followed their 
loved Lord like mad men, giving gifts of gore 
and destruction with every weave of their 
weapons work. The Norse fought with fearless 
abandon, but could not long face bold foes from 
the front and back. Then the Norse warlord fell 
from his mount with a barbed arrow fixed to his 
face. That was when their proud numbers began 
to break and a rout took place. Some, fearless in 
the fray and wanting Odin’s grace, gave their all. 
They fought like hard-hearted men not giving a 
step, and dished out their due, delivering death 
until felled by a fatal stroke. 

That Norse war host ran right to their long 
ships and went fleeing for the whale road, 
seeking to save life and limb. The same fate 
fell on all the Island Earls until one by one 
those fallen kingdoms filled Fearchar’s fleets 
full with plunder. The Earl of Ross returned 
to his homeland, far favored by his King, and 
became the wealthiest warlord on the main 
land. Alexander II showered Fearchar with 
many good gifts, allowing him the lion’s share 
of plunder and land. 

Fearchar, follower of Saint Andrew, rose to 
great power by reaping all the wealth of those 
Earls he had run off. That far-famed Ross-Shire 
warrior chief was given lordship over great lands 
in Ross, Skye, Lewis, and Moray as payment for 
his proud purpose. In power, he was second only 
to the King, and he commanded a huge fleet of 
broad-bottomed war birlinns which rivaled his 
relative, the Lord of the Isles.

The Earl of Ross married bonnie Margaret 
MacGillvray, long-loved kin to Somerled, 
Lord of the Isles. Margaret bore Fearchar four 
children, two of which also left their mark on 
Highland history. Though Fearchar, follower of 
Saint Andrew, had many foes try to overthrow 
him, no one ever got the better end of a battle 
with that West Ross-Shire warrior. Fearchar died 
well into his years at his Castle of Delney in 
1251. He was laid to rest at Fearn Abbey which 
he built based upon a vow. 

An Deireadh
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What truly makes Christmas special are the 
traditions that we participate in year after year. 
Some customs are participated in by the wider 
culture, and others are unique to individual 
families. One special aspect of Christmas is that 
traditions travel. European-American Christmas 
traditions have been adopted by all corners of 
the world. And many diverse elements from 
different European cultures traversed great 
distances to make their mark in faraway places. 
Yet, even when a family lights up their German 
Christmas tree, awaits the jingling of Finnish 
sleigh bells, and gathers to sing the Scots 
song “Auld Lang Syne,” they will incorporate 
elements of their own cultural background into 
their Christmas feast. 

An Italian-American family I knew well 
had been in America long enough to forget La 
Befana, the female witch who is the bringer 
of gifts in Italy, but not long enough to phase 
out three kinds of pasta dishes with home-
made sauce and meatballs from their Christmas 
dinner. My own family enjoyed a raisin and 
cinnamon bread pudding inherited from the 
British side, and the children always received 
Advent calendars holding a surprise for each 
day leading up to Christmas from our German-
American grandmother. 

These traditions form the memories that are 
what bond us together within the family and 
within the wider culture. “Auld Lang Syne,” by 
Robert Burns captures this sentiment perfectly. 
It is a song that is sung by many, but understood 
by few. According to Merriam-Webster’s 

dictionary, the phrase literally translates as “old 
long ago,” but the meaning is more accurately 
expressed by the modern phrase “the good old 
times” or “for old time’s sake.” The song is most 
synonymous with New Year’s Eve, but is also 
sung at graduations, funerals, or any time we 
are looking backward with nostalgia. Due to the 
New Year’s connotation, the song has become 
a symbol of the holiday season and the joy of 
togetherness that the holidays bring. While our 
modern lives become ever more fragmented and 
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separated from what we once held dear, coming 
home for Christmas to spend time with loved 
ones really does evoke the emotion expressed 
in Robert Burns’ famous song.

As it was written in Lowland Scots dialect, 
a descendant of the Anglo-Saxon language and 
cousin of English, both the original lyrics and a 
modern translation are provided below.

Burns’ Original Scots Version
             (written in 1788)

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
and never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
and auld lang syne?

CHORUS:
For auld lang syne, my jo,
for auld lang syne,
we’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.
And surely ye’ll be your pint-stowp!
and surely I’ll be mine!
And we’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.

We twa hae run about the braes,
and pu’d the gowans fine;
But we’ve wander’d mony a weary fit,
sin auld lang syne.

    CHORUS

We twa hae paidl’d i’ the burn,
frae morning sun till dine;
But seas between us braid hae roar’d
sin auld lang syne.

    CHORUS

And there’s a hand, my trusty fiere!
and gie’s a hand o’ thine!
And we’ll tak a right gude-willy waught,
for auld lang syne.

    CHORUS

Modern English Version
       (provided by Wikipedia)

Should old acquaintance be forgot,
and never brought to mind?
Should old acquaintance be forgot,
and old lang syne?

CHORUS:
For auld lang syne, my dear,
for auld lang syne,
we’ll take a cup of kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.
And surely you’ll buy your pint cup!
and surely I’ll buy mine!
And we’ll take a cup o’ kindness yet,
for auld lang syne.

We two have run about the slopes,
and picked the daisies fine;
But we’ve wandered many a weary foot,
since auld lang syne.

    CHORUS

We two have paddled in the stream,
from morning sun till dine;
But seas between us broad have roared
since auld lang syne.

    CHORUS

And there’s a hand my trusty friend!
And give me a hand o’ thine!
And we’ll take a right good-will draught,
for auld lang syne.

    CHORUS
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Many customs from days gone by are no 
longer remembered by those in neither the New 
World nor the Old Country. By digging through 
antique folklore accounts, we can glimpse 
the world of our ancestors, and maybe find 
inspiration for new family traditions inspired by 
the old. 

A Folk-Lore Journal entry from 1886, by M. 
A. Courtney, describes holiday customs from 
Cornwall:

In Cornwall, as in the other English counties, the houses are at
Christmas “dressed up” with evergreens, sold in small bunches,

called “ Penn’orths of Christmas”; and two hoops fastened one in the
other by nails at the centres are gaily decorated with evergreens,
apples, oranges, &c., and suspended from the middle beam in the
ceiling of the best kitchen. This is the “bush,” or “ kissing bush.”
At night a lighted candle is put in it, stuck on the bottom nail; but

once or twice lately I have seen a Chinese lantern hanging from the
top one. This is an innovation.

In a few remote districts on Christmas-eve children may be, after
nightfall, occasionally (but rarely) found dancing -around painted

lighted candles placed in a box of sand. This custom was very
general fifty years ago.

When open chimneys were universal in farmhouses the Christmas
stock, mock, or block (the log), on which a rude figure of a man had
been chalked, was kindled with great ceremony; in some parts with
a piece of a charred wood that had been saved from the last year’s

“block.” A log in Cornwall is almost always called a “block.”
“Throw a block on the fire.”

Candles painted by some member of the family were often lighted
at the same time.
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At the plentiful supper always provided on this night,* egg-hot, or
eggy-hot, was the principal drink. It was made with eggs, hot beer,
sugar, and rum, and was poured from one jug into another until it
became quite white and covered with froth. A sweet giblet pie was

one of the standing dishes at a Christmas dinner-a kind of mince-pie,
into which the giblets of a goose, boiled and finely chopped, were put

instead of beef. 

Cornwall is noted for its pies, that are eaten on all
occasions; some of them are curious mixtures, such as squab-pie,

which is made with layers of well-seasoned fat mutton and apples, with
onions and raisins. Mackerel pie: the ingredients of this are mackerel

and parsley stewed in milk, then covered with a paste and baked.
When brought to table a hole is cut in the paste, and a basin of

clotted cream thrown in it. Muggetty pie, made from sheep’s entrails
(muggets), parsley, and cream. “ The devil is afraid to come into

Cornwall for fear of being baked in a pie.”

This holiday season, start a new tradition that can be looked back on in years to come. 
And, keep your own family traditions alive… for auld lang syne.



Winter’s might, gripped this longest night

The Tawny Owl softly calls, as snowflakes fall

The Blackbird is calling all, to acknowledge, 
the intercessor between the worlds

The animals pass in review, before the golden hue, of his eyes

As the procession, was in recession, Brighid’s companion leaped

To sleep, by the embers of the Yule fire

No desire to rise, until satisfied
Sol had released the land, from Winter’s might
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The Irish Goddess, Brighid’s companion is a cat 
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There you have it - our “Gift” from all of our contributors to all of our readers. And, Hurrah! 
We’ve reached the end of our third year . . . 36 issues in all, and all FREE to the reader, thanks to 
the dedication of our contributors, our proofreader Kathi, and our Facebook guru Carolyn.

It’s been a pretty interesting three years with stories from a few world’s experts, from historians 
and archeologists, tales from romance writers and travelers, music and poems, photos and 
illustrations – every single one of them donated to the Celtic Guide cause. What this shows, more 
than anything, is that Celtic culture, from storytelling to music, is alive and well, not only in 
traditional Celtic countries, but in less-expected places like Austria, Poland, Portugal, Romania 
and Germany – the list goes on.

Of course, we truly appreciate those contributors from Scotland, Ireland, Wales, England, 
Australia, New Zealand, the U.S, and Canada – places with very substantial Celtic ex-pats and 
descendants. And we enjoyed hearing from Chile and South Africa, as well. If there’s a corner of 
Celtic-ness hidden away somewhere, I suspect we’ll find it in the months to come.

As we start the New Year, our January theme will be “Unexplained Mysteries.” For February, 
our theme will be “The Voyage.” We always try to work a little in about St. Patrick for March, but 
have yet to determine the official theme. We continue to hear regularly from the folks at the NYC 
St. Patrick’s Day Parade, the largest parade in the world, so I suspect we’ll have some news from 
them for March, plus a theme to be announced soon.

Other news on the horizon may include some marketing of the Celtic Guide on Celtic music 
radio stations. Also, “yours truly” is working with a promoter to be part of a speakers’ panel, in 
2015, addressing “Knights Templar Treasure in America.” More on this as it develops.

It looks like the future is certainly bright enough and the hits just keep on coming!
Meanwhile, here’s a wish for . . .

Happy Holidays 
and a Prosperous New Year 

from all the members of 
the Celtic Guide family!

‘


